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Part 1  Foreword

mblems are markings that identify the characteristics of certain

undertakings.  It deploys simplistic, ominous and easily identifi-

able object, graphic or text symbol as a direct visible language to serve

as a unique means of human contact, which is ever present in all sorts

of social activities, and commands a crucial and distinct function in

national footing and power symbol, such as the national flag, national

emblem that serve as a nation's image logo, offering a unique signifi-

cance that may be hard to express in any language or written text.  With

that, world countries have had special marking and logo painted on the

portside of their maritime law enforcement boats and vessels in their

move to claim their maritime territorial rights, maintain maritime law

enforcement, and ensure a proper protection and utilization of their sea

resources, symbolizing the designated agency for carrying out maritime

law enforcement.

Taking into account that world countries' maritime law enforce-

ment agencies have had unique marking and logo painted on the port-

side of their vessels and boats for signifying the exclusivity in maritime

law enforcement, premier Hsieh has instructed, on his presiding the

vessel launching of the SS Nantou CG-122 ship on April 29, 2005, the

administration to instill an exclusive Coast Guard emblem that would

help to distinguish other official business boats and ships, and to better

comply with world development trends and to bridge to world standards.
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Part 2  The current state of boat/vessel portside emblems
governed by world maritime authorities

World countries' maritime law enforcement agencies tend to have

their boats and vessels painted with unique marking and emblems that

would serve to symbolize the exclusivity in maritime law enforcement.

Many world leading maritime law enforcement agencies, such as the

U.S. Coast Guard, Canada Coast Guard, and JapanCoast Guard, have

had such marking emblem, which can also be found in countries with

an emerging maritime law enforcement, such as Korea, the Philippines

and so forth; a listing of the marking emblems adopted by select world

maritime law enforcement agencies is provided as follows,

I. The United States:  taking to its national flag of red, white and

blue, in alternate three stripes, where the red is the widest

stripe that takes up a large portion of the portside emblem, and

the country's maritime law enforcement agency's emblem is

painted on top of the widest stripe.

II. Canada:  Taking to its national flag color (red and white) red as

the background with white bold line as the marker.

III. Japan:  Taking to the first S in Japan security department's mis-

sion "Safety, Search and rescue, Survey", and its "spirit of

Speed, Smart and Service", which is converted into a graphic

form and painted on the portside of the boats in dark blue. 

IV. Korea:  taking to its national emblem colors of red, yellow and

blue, with four equal stripes alternating and its national

emblem painted in the centre. 

V. Australia:  taking to three stripes of alternating blue, yellow

and blue, with the country's maritime law enforce agency's

emblem painted on the widest blue stripe, where the coloration

and emblem symbolize a collaborated spirit.

VI. The Philippines:  Taking to its national flag colors of red, white

and blue, with red being the widest of the three alternating

stripes.

VII. Singapore:  taking to the colors of white, red and white, where

red being the widest stripe, alternately painted on the portside.

VIII. Mainland China:  Taking to the widest red stripe and four fine

blue stripes alternately painted on the portside. 

The purpose and significance for world maritime law enforce-

ment agencies to adopt standardized portside emblem lie in:  1.

Symbolism: It serves to represent the agency as the designated mar-

itime administration unit; 2. Identity: It serves to differential other mar-

itime law enforcement boats and vessels, and other official business

boats and military ships; 3. Obviously: It allows the public and other

vessels to instantly recognize the boats operated by maritime law

enforcement agency when seeing a more prominent portside emblem.
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Part 3  Introduction to the portside emblem's creative
solicitation process and selected works

I. The process of portside emblem's creative entry solicitation
As stipulated under Article 12 of the Coast Guard Administration

Law "Vessels ships, aircrafts, vehicles and such are to be numbered,

complete with designated emblem, whose configuration is to be

defined by the Coast Guard agency".  The Coast Guard Administration,

in an effort to expand the depth of participation for soliciting opinions

from all sectors, concerning the Coast Guard vessel/ship portside

emblem selection project, has decided to stage an open solicited selec-

tion process.  Besides posting the project's solicitation selection plan in

the administration's World Wide Web information Web site, written

correspondence has also been widely distributed to government agen-

cies, universities and colleges, various fishery and maritime related

groups to contribute toward the event.

The entry solicitation period has been set for early July to August

31, with total entries numbered to 72, which upon undergoing the ini-

tial selection by internal administration units have had 10 entries select-

ed, which are then undergone a final selection process called by the

Minister Mr. Syu Huei-You, joined by executive above the secretary

general position, with one outstanding entry and three fine entries

selected. 

II. Introduction to selected portside emblem creative works
(I) Outstanding entry work

1. Author:  Chen Poh-jun

2. Graphic design:

3. Creative concept:

With the Coast Guard Administration being the agency

representing the state to exercise the power of public equity,

the nation flag colors of red, white, and blue have been

adopted as the main color scheme of the striped emblem for

a preferred public recognition and acceptance.

The red signifies a sacrificing service spirit, the white T in

the middle is taken from the first letter of T in Taiwan, and

the blue symbolizes the ocean; when strung together, it sug-

gests serving the Taiwan sea territories, with a design intent

being to safeguard Taiwan, which also points out the pur-

pose of the Coast Guard Administration.

At the onset of design, complex graphic pattern has been

abandoned and straight-line pattern has been chosen as sim-

ple and easy to recognize so to avoid distortion when seen

from different angles, which explains why many foreign

Coast Guard agencies tend to sketch simplistic linear pat-

terns.

4. Implementation method: as portside emblem for the admin-

istration's patrol vessels and boats.
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(II) Fine entry work

1. Author:  Wang Tien-chuan

2. Graphic design:

3. Creative concept:

With the Coast Guard Administration being responsible

for carrying out maritime law enforcement missions, a ves-

sel image framed by a stern has been placed in the center to

symbolize its law-abiding administration, a stand with

scales underneath siggitis the rule of law without bias in

defending the sea territories; above the stern in circle marks

the full name of the Coast Guard Administration in

Mandarin and English for clear display that can be identi-

fied by ships from all countries at sea to facilitate accom-

plishing the missions.

4. Implementation method: the text on the outer circumference

is removed, and the CGA in center is changed to TCG to

serve as the administration's non-standardized apparel and

hat emblem.

(III) Fine entry work

1. Author:  Lin Zhe-wei

2. Graphic design:

3. Creative concept:

The C in the Coast Guard Administration's first English

letter is taken as a main visual presentation, where the C is

smartly transformed into a blue wavy deign, combining

orange colored sun that symbolizes righteousness for pre-

senting an active and forward human form, representing

the Coast Guard Administration as the actual executor on

related maritime affairs. 

In which the light blue C is configured to represent an

arm holding Taiwan, which is backed by different colored

circles surrounding it t symbolize Taiwan's islands and rich

maritime resources, which signify the administration's

enforcing its missions of protection Taiwan's sea territorial

security and marine environment protection, shouldering

the determination of law enforcement safeguarding the

blue state property, and in turn excelling Taiwan to embrace

being a quality maritime nation. 

4. Implementation method: the length and width of the initial

graphic is adjusted to bring a flattened visual esthetics as

the shift emblem for the administrations' non-standardized

apparel.
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(IV) Fine entry work

1. Author:  Chang Shiao-jen

2. Graphic design:

3. Creative concept:

The design primarily takes to a simplistic, gracious

expression means, adopted to symbolize the Coast Guard

Administration's missions, where the white T inside the

blue block emphasizes maintaining Taiwan's sea territorial

security and encouraging people to be near the ocean; the

orange block represents maritime rescue and maritime

affairs.  The overall styling, coordinated with Coast Guard

patrol ship's white background color, provides an excellent

recognition, and project a majestic air in perception. 

Part 4  Recapitulations 

With regard to the administration vessel/boat portside emblem,

presently an outstanding emblem entry has been selected as Coast

Guard vessel/boat portside emblem, and the ascertaining of the ves-

sel/boat portside emblem serves to present an identity image for the

Coast Guard Administration's professional vessel/boat dispatch serv-

ice, and help to instill the administration as a designated maritime law

enforcement agency with an exclusive symbol.  As no efforts have been

spared in the government's promoting maritime affairs in recent years,

the ascertaining of the vessel/boat portside emblem presents a signifi-

cant being that this year is also the Taiwan's Maritime Year campaign

period, and signifies the Coast Guard Administration's advancing into

a new millennium.

The president had also instructed that the ocean should not be the

end point of our tracks but an infinite extension of our vision, and who

had repeatedly instructed the importance of enforcing the maritime

state policy and concept.  The administration would continue dedicat-

ing its efforts in maintaining Taiwan's sea territories, maritime order

and maritime resource protection and utilization by developing and

implementing various related maritime administration work, integrat-

ing various administrative resources in order to deregulate the alterna-

tive control and expand a diverse maritime administration taking to

"Maritime law enforcement", "Maritime service", "Maritime affair" as

the core mission to gradually achieve the government's maritime-ori-

ented concept, jointly create a "Prosperous, Safe and Eco-friendly" mar-

itime development vision, and ensure that nation's maritime equity.

(The author is currently with the Coast Guard Administration's

logistics department)




